
NAMM 2013: PR SUMMARY 

WNAMM13: Keith McMillen QuNexus 
We take a look at another kickstarter hit      25/01/13 

 

Another nifty multi-facetted controller from KMI, this one 

has all the usual XY and pressure response, but also 

includes some cool CV and Gate functions. With one 

CV/Gate and two additional CV outputs the QuNexus 

can be used just as a MIDI/CV and CV/MIDI interface 

too. With CV input, you can turn the incoming input into 

MIDI data, manipulate it, then send it back out again for 

some awesome modular or analog action. 

At the street price of $150, it’s hard to think of a reason 

NOT to have one, even if it’s just for the MIDI/CV 

features alone. Interesting stuff.  

 

“Another nifty multi-facetted controller from KMI.” 
 

NAMM 2013: KMI QuNeo Rogue 

and QuNexus 

January 26, 2013 By Jared Helfer 

 

As any regular DJWORX reader knows by now that we are huge KMI fanboys. Since we’d posted the 

Kickstarter for the QuNeo we have kept you guys up to date with the goings on at KMI. So to keep it 

going we stopped by their booth to see what’s going on. 

 

“The QuNexus looks like a lot of fun to play with, and the QuNeo 
Rogue will give a new level of performance to an already awesome 

performance tool.” 
 

QuNeo Rogue 

We got to see a prototype of the QuNeo Rogue, 

the attachment to give the QuNeo wireless 

capability. It works by attaching a baseplate 

underneath the QuNeo and connecting it by a mini-

USB cable. It has a range up to 60 meters, and 

has an 8 hour battery life. I have finished the 

QuNeo review review, and after the talks I had with 

them I’ll have some updates to the information. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2xgVeLTX6BE
http://djworx.com/namm-2013-kmi-quneo-roge-and-qunexus/
http://djworx.com/namm-2013-kmi-quneo-roge-and-qunexus/
http://djworx.com/author/jared/
http://djworx.com/
http://www.keithmcmillen.com/


QuNexus 

We also had a chance to finally play with the QuNexus keyboard. It follows the general M.O. of KMI by 

taking a classic workflow, a keyboard, and just making it a little different.  

The keys do not register position, but they register velocity, pressure and the angle of your finger. So, in 

essence, each key has its own pitch bend capability. For those MIDI nerds out there, since there’s only 

one pitch bend message per channel (E0), as you hold more keys down it recognizes it and automatically 

transposes the channels so you can have polyphonic pitch bend. 
 

There’s also CV in and out, and we got to see it controlling an analog synthesizer. You can also set it to 

receive CV from something else and send it back out to another application. In concert with the MIDI 

Expander you can use this to have your DAW send MIDI to an external synth, or vice versa. 

As we are generally fans of what KMI are doing here at DJWORX, this year was just as fun as last year. 

The QuNexus looks like a lot of fun to play with, and the QuNeo Rogue will give a new level of 

performance to an already awesome performance tool. 

 

 

 

 
 

NAMM 2013: Keith McMillen QuNexus controller 
FutureMusicMagazine: Jan 26, 2013 
 

Future Music gets a demo of the 

new compact QuNexus controller 

with MIDI CV converters and a 

unique playing surface. 

 

 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gnOlfieK3mI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=gnOlfieK3mI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gnOlfieK3mI


 
NAMM 2013: QuNeo Rogue Video Talkthrough 
 
The QuNeo is an iPad-sized DJ controller with a large 
array of touch controls on it and class-leading LED 
feedback. It allows you to control DJ software (it comes 
with aTraktor mapping, and a Virtual DJ mapping and 
a djay mapping are due soon) as well as other Midi 
programs. 
Now it’s been unchained from the USB cable with the 
addition of QuNeo Rogue, an add-on pack that allows 
QuNeo it to communicate wirelessly with your laptop. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The plug-in pack can deliver around eight hours’ of charge, and will be available shortly for around 
US$400. More info in the accompanying video. 

 

MUSIKTECHNIK 

Winter NAMM 2013: QuNexus 

QuNeo als Keyboard 
 
QuNexus ist sozusagen die Keyboard-Version 

des QuNeo, ebenfalls über Kickstarter finanziert und 

genauso klein und handlich. Das kleine Keyboard 

besteht aus zwei Oktaven umfassenden beleuchteten 

Pads, die anschlagsdynamisch und druckempfindlich 

http://www.digitaldjtips.com/2013/01/quneo-rogue-talkthrough/
http://www.digitaldjtips.com/2012/06/review-video-traktor-pro-2-5-traktor-kontrol-f1/
http://www.digitaldjtips.com/2010/10/virtual-dj-pro-7-review/
http://www.digitaldjtips.com/2011/11/review-djay-4-0-for-mac/
http://www.digitaldjtips.com/2012/11/quneo-rogue-control-traktor-wirelessly/
http://de-bug.de/musiktechnik/archives/6729.html
http://de-bug.de/musiktechnik/archives/6533.html


sind, die Spezialität sind aber 2 CV-Eingänge, Gate und drei CV-Ausgänge, so dass sich auch die 

analogen Gerätschaften bequem spielen lassen. Strom und MIDI gibt es über USB. 

[QuNexus is sort of the keyboard version of the QuNeo, also funded through Kickstarter and just as small 

and handy. The diminutive keyboard is made up of two-octave illuminated pads that are velocity sensitive 

and sensitive to pressure, the specialty is 2 CV inputs, gate and three CV outputs, so that the analog 

equipment can also play comfortably. Are current and MIDI over USB.] 

 

NAMM 2013: A roundup 

“Another product that 

stands to ‘grow up’ is 

the micro-keyboard, an 

invaluable tool for live 

performance. Keith 

McMillen Instruments 

seem to understand 

this better than most.”  

After the crowdsourcing success 

story of QuNeo, KMI's pad 

controller that debuted at last 

year's NAMM, the company has 

brought the same level of quality 

hardware and smart design to a 

new micro-keyboard 

called QuNexus. At around $150, 

it's a solid $100 more expensive 

than its competitors, but it feels like 

a serious (and seriously durable) instrument by comparison. QuNexus' features (tilt- and location-

sensitive keys, control voltage support for the modular freaks) further suggest it's in a class above its 

competitors. KMI also unveiled Rogue, a QuNeo attachment allows it to interface with your computer 

wirelessly at up to 60 meters.  

 

Nova Musik - Keith McMillen QuNexus at NAMM 2013 

1/29/2013 01:17:00 pm   

“We're particularly excited about 

the QuNexus because in addition 

to the typical rock solid Keith 

McMillen 'beer-proof' build quality 

it offers 2 CV inputs, Gate and 3 

http://www.residentadvisor.net/news.aspx?id=18793
http://www.residentadvisor.net/review-view.aspx?id=11858
http://www.keithmcmillen.com/qunexus/overview
http://www.keithmcmillen.com/QuNeo/rogue/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=V6QfurVxdPk#!
http://www.palmsounds.net/2013/01/nova-musik-keith-mcmillen-instruments.html


CV Outputs and can act as a MIDI to CV converter!” 

NAMM2013: Keith McMillen 

Instruments QuNexus 

TUESDAY, JANUARY 29, 2013 AT 8:40AM 

While the CME Xkey keyboard offers poly aftertouch, Keith McMillen's latest controller 

provides even more, both aftertouch pressure and tilt! Not the "tilt" like you picking it up and 

moving it around, but actually tilting the individual keys can send unique controller data. 

Available in April for $149, Future Music got a good look at it. In addition to being USB 

class-compliant, for use with the iPad, it has a MIDI DIN breakout. There are also CV In/Out 

ports so you can use it as a CV-MIDI or MIDI-CV converter! It is even Beer-Proof! 

“While the CME Xkey keyboard offers poly aftertouch, Keith 

McMillen’s latest controller provides even more.” 

 

WinterNAMM 2013: Keith McMillen 
introduces QuNexus controller 

Sunday, 27 January, 2013 

QuNexus is a controller that everyone can have fun 
with. 25 vividly illuminated, touch-sensitive keys invite 
the beginner to explore, and provide valuable 
performance feedback for the professional. Smart 
Sensor keys detect pressure, location, and velocity 
giving you unprecedented musical control. 

 

 

 

Keith McMillen QuNexus Namm 2013 by Rock oN Report 
Published on Jan 26, 2013 

 

 

 

 

http://discchord.com/blog/2013/1/29/namm2013-keith-mcmillen-instruments-qunexus.html
http://discchord.com/blog/2013/1/29/namm2013-keith-mcmillen-instruments-qunexus.html
http://discchord.com/blog/2013/1/28/namm2013-cme-mini-usb-keyboard-with-poly-aftertouch.html
http://www.keithmcmillen.com/qunexus/overview
http://www.musicradar.com/futuremusic
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s-SwEmg3lGU#!
http://www.gearjunkies.com/news_info.php?news_id=7981
http://www.gearjunkies.com/news_info.php?news_id=7981
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HNOO7VS-Qao


DJKIT.TV: QuNeo and QuNexus MIDI CONTROLLERS @NAMM 2013 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

QuNeo Rogue (Quneo無線控制配件） 以及 QuNexus--NAMM 2013實況報導 

 

 

 

Sweetwater Sound Pro Worship 
Published on Feb 1, 2013 

The QuNexus is a multi-dimensional 25-key controller that gives you unbelievable command of your 

music. You can control everything from old-school analog synths to modern virtual instruments with this 

minuscule unit. 

 

 
 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dMz5ND23ttA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FjGBSq88mDE


NAMM 2013 Video Reviews and Press Coverage: 

Sonic State: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2xgVeLTX6BE 

DJWORX: http://djworx.com/namm-2013-kmi-quneo-roge-and-qunexus/ 

Future Music: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gnOlfieK3mI 

DigitalDJTips: http://www.digitaldjtips.com/2013/01/quneo-rogue-talkthrough/ 

DE:BUG: http://de-bug.de/musiktechnik/archives/6729.html 

Resident Advisor: http://www.residentadvisor.net/news.aspx?id=18793 

Nova Musik: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V6QfurVxdPk 

Dischord: http://discchord.com/blog/2013/1/29/namm2013-keith-mcmillen-instruments-qunexus.html 

Gear Junkies: http://www.gearjunkies.com/news_info.php?news_id=7981 

Rock On: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HNOO7VS-Qao 

DJKIT.TV: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dMz5ND23ttA 

DJMART: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FjGBSq88mDE 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2xgVeLTX6BE
http://djworx.com/namm-2013-kmi-quneo-roge-and-qunexus/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gnOlfieK3mI
http://www.digitaldjtips.com/2013/01/quneo-rogue-talkthrough/
http://de-bug.de/musiktechnik/archives/6729.html
http://www.residentadvisor.net/news.aspx?id=18793
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V6QfurVxdPk
http://discchord.com/blog/2013/1/29/namm2013-keith-mcmillen-instruments-qunexus.html
http://www.gearjunkies.com/news_info.php?news_id=7981
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HNOO7VS-Qao
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dMz5ND23ttA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FjGBSq88mDE

